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Questions for written evidence: 
What is your assessment of progress in tackling liver disease since 2010? 

 
The number of people who die from liver disease in England has risen by 25% in the last 
decade 1 
In contrast to other major causes of death in this country, including coronary heart disease 
and most cancers which affect fewer people at a later age than ever before, liver disease 
affects growing numbers of increasingly younger people2 which has been largely attributed 
to changing patterns of alcohol consumption. 
 

• Liver disease causes approximately 2% of all deaths3 
• 90% of people who die from liver disease are under 70 years old4 
• More than 1 in 10 deaths of people in their 40s are from liver disease5 
• People dying from liver disease often have complex end of life care needs, and over 

70% die in hospital6 
 

From the statistics above, and on-going research into the progression and mortality 
surrounding liver disease, it is clear that progress is slow and of the utmost concern. 
 
 Research by RAND (Hepatitis C: A projection of the healthcare and economic burden in the 
UK, January 2013) found that failure to act on hepatitis C would lead to an increase in 
prevalence from 0.44% in 2010 to 0.61% in 2035.  

Based on these calculations, it was found that: 

• Healthcare costs would increase from £82.7m in 2012 to £115m in 2035 
• Productivity losses would increase from £184-367m in 2010 to £210-427m in 2035, 

depending on whether minimum wage or median income was chosen for the 
selected population 

Available at: 

http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/technical_reports/TR1300/TR1307/RAN

D_TR1307.pdf  

 

http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/technical_reports/TR1300/TR1307/RAND_TR1307.pdf
http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/technical_reports/TR1300/TR1307/RAND_TR1307.pdf
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The introduction of “first generation protease inhibitors” in 2011 gives some reasons for 
optimism. These new treatments have led to a significant increase in the numbers of 
genotype 1 patients being treated, and a corresponding reduction in patients receiving no 
treatment. 

Based on the data presented above, Boehringer Ingelheim believes it fair to say that there 
has not been enough progress in tackling liver disease, particularly when it comes to a major 
contributor to the predicted increase in prevalence of liver disease: Hepatitis C. 

 
Looking at the reforms to health and social care, what are  

a. the biggest opportunities for tackling liver disease?   
b. the biggest threats to tackling liver disease? 

 
a) Boehringer Ingelheim believes that in principal the biggest driver for tackling liver 
disease should be the NHS Outcomes Framework. The Outcomes Framework identifies 
“Under 75 mortality from Liver Disease as amenable to healthcare” 
 
The fact that the Outcomes Framework clearly directs the NHS to focus on liver disease 
should mean that in the coming years there should be an increase in the number of 
local, regional and national strategies to tackle the issue. 
 
In particular, there is a significant opportunity for these strategies to focus specifically on 
improving the treatment and management of Hepatitis C in England. 
 
The opportunity presented by the new commissioning structure in England is intended 
to result in national equal access to care which will be of benefit to patients. 
 
The Health Protection Agency estimate that there are around 216,000 hepatitis C 
positive people in the UK7 

 
• Only 85,000 people have ever been diagnosed8 
• Around 27,500 patients in England have received NICE recommended Hepatitis C 

treatment in the years between 2006 and 2011 which represents only 3% of 
those chronically infected per year. 

•  These current NICE recommended  treatments  can cure the virus in 72% of 
patients9 

 
Newer treatments on the horizon could take this cure rate to 95% of treated patients! 
 
The opportunity exists in improving diagnosis rates, identifying genotypes through testing, 
and allowing access to targeted therapies for HCV, which have been shown by NICE to be 
clinically and cost effective. 
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Opportunity for identification and treatment of Hepatitis C Infections among the 
prison population 
 
Hepatitis C is of particular high presence in the prison population with conservative 
estimates at around 7% 
 
Current rates of testing are extremely low, and less than 8% of prisoners will be screened for 
Hepatitis C while in custody, according to the report Increasing Hepatitis B and C testing in 
the prison setting, September 2012 
 
The true prevalence of Hepatitis C in the prison population is unknown, but could run at 
between 20-40 times the national average. 
 
There is clearly an opportunity to improve screening in the prison population, commence 
treatment programmes and rehabilitate prisoners into the community virus free – avoiding 
further spread of the infection.  

 
B) The biggest threats in tackling liver disease are posed by the lack of: 

 

  A consistent, evidence based, high quality pathway to care across the UK 

 Suitable funding for medicines that is consistently and evenly spread across the 
regions 

 High quality diagnostic services including screening and high quality and accurate 
diagnostic capabilities in labs throughout the UK 

 A national database (including a tissue bank if possible) 
 
This has been highlighted by research carried out in 2013 by the Hepatitis C Trust, among 
English Commissioners and Local Authorities who are central to the reforms which are being 
implemented as a result of the Health and Social Care Bill. 
 
Alarmingly, the research showed that 
 

• Only a quarter of local authorities who responded know how many people in their 
area are living with, or at risk of, hepatitis C.  

•  Only 20 per cent have a lead for hepatitis C and even fewer have a strategy in place 
for tackling the virus 

• Only 40 per cent of local authorities have arrangements in place with the relevant 
local NHS commissioners to ensure work is coordinated to tackle hepatitis C 

 
The new Specialised Commissioning arrangements in England represent an opportunity 
through the Hepatobiliary and Pancreas CRG to reduce unwarranted variation, and speed up 
access to new treatments and services. 
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What support do different organisations need in improving liver disease 
outcomes? [For example, commissioners, providers, GPs, prisons, drug action 
teams] 
 
  
 
One aspect where clear focus is required, is supporting organisations in the adoption and 
diffusion of innovation. 
 
Where a medicine is clinically sound and cost-effective to the NHS, patients should have 
access to it – without qualification.  
Innovation Health and Wealth, published by the Department of Health on 5th December 
2012, makes this clear. 

 
 
It sets an agenda which will significantly ramp up the pace and scale of change of 
innovation across the NHS. 
 
 But Boehringer Ingelheim’s experience of working closely with CCGs across the country 
leads us to believe that NHS organisations currently still need support in implementing 
it. . 
 
What opportunities do you see for early diagnosis and/or prevention of liver 
disease? 

The report commissioned by the Hepatitis C Trust - Opportunity knocks? An audit of hepatitis 
C services during the transition – found: 

• Not enough people are being tested in GP practices: Only half of NHS commissioners 
encourage testing for hepatitis C at GP surgeries 

• Not enough people are being treated: Almost half of NHS commissioners do not 
have measures in place to increase the treatment of hepatitis C 

• Monitoring of hepatitis C outcomes is not routine: Many NHS commissioners have 
not been effectively monitoring the uptake of hepatitis C treatment. Only half hold 
information about the number of patients initiated on treatment and just a third 
know how many people have cleared the virus as a result of treatment 

How can we avoid unwarranted variation in liver disease outcomes across 
England? 
 
Looking toward models of care where there has been significant improvement in 
Outcomes, particularly in Hepatitis C which is highly amenable to healthcare would be 
advantageous. 
 

 A recent European study has praised the efforts made in Scotland to tackle the spread of 

and stigma associated with hepatitis C in Scotland.  The Scottish Government invested 

http://news.stv.tv/scotland/301692-scottish-campaign-to-deal-with-hepatitis-praised-in-european-study/
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£43million in 2006 into testing and treatment through their Hepatitis C Action Plan phases 1 

and 2.  This work is now being continued in line with the Sexual Health and Blood Borne 

Virus Framework.  

 

In the 6 years since the inception of the original hepatitis C Action Plan, the number of 

people diagnosed with the illness has gone up by a third and the number of people 

receiving treatment has increased by 120%. 

 

Adopting a similar strategy, and ensuring that the strategy is supported by significant 

funding and metrics, will surely yield significantly improved outcomes through the reduction 

of un-warranted variation. 

 
Can you give examples of where a part of the pathway is working well in an 
area, or where it is not? 
 
This question would be most appropriately answered by patients who have first hand 
experience of the variable levels of care and support across the pathways. 
 
 
What is clear, is that the role of the 3rd sector in providing support for patients, families and 

carers affected by Hepatitis C is highly valued, under-funded and run by many “un-sung 
heroes” who work tirelessly every day to enhance the quality of life of those living with 
Hepatitis C. 
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